
WP-AIR/07 - Spare Visor
WP-AIR/10 - Spare Frame

Fitting Instructions
Disengage tab from centre of visor and lower the
flap.  Carefully press the sides of the visor and lift
it from the visor frame.
Flex replacement visor and insert the top and
sides into the visor frame, ensuring that the top
visor tabs slide outside of the frame.  Swing the
bottom of the visor into place, lift the flap and
engage the tab through visor centre hole.

Storage
Store in a clean dry area away from direct sunlight
and heat temp. 0-45°, atmospheric pressure 800-
1300 mbar, humidity 0-90%. Good quality
commercial packing should be used.

Maintenance
Clean regularly with a damp cloth.  Do not use
hydrocarbons, chemicals, cleaning fluids or
solvents on the visor.  If necessary, a mild solution
of washing-up liquid and warm water may be
used.
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Approvals
The visor is marked:-
TREND 2 F CE0194
Number “2” is Optical class 2 - is the permissible
tolerance for refractive power (EN166).
Letter “F” is the “low energy impact” relating to the
protection against high speed particles (EN166).
Note that contact of the visor with your skin will
not cause allergic reactions under normal
conditions. It is unlikely that any contact will occur
in normal conditions of use.

The frame is marked:-
TREND EN166: 1995  34-F

EN166:1995 is the harmonised European
Standard Number.
Number “3” is protection against droplets and
splashes or liquids.
Number “4” is protection against large dust
particles.
Letter “-F” is the symbol for resistance to high
speed particles.

IMPORTANT!
Visor ref. WP-AIR/07 must only be used
with the Trend Airshield.
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